Poppy R2 2023 Release: Updates of default mapping rules

Kateryna Senchenko Please update this page with additional info for Sobha Duvvuri and make sure all is clear in the Poppy release notes.

See the attached pages for details related to specific updates to default MARC Bib-to-Inventory Instance mapping rules during Poppy

- **MODDICORE-323** - Problems with default MARC-Instance mapping when some call number fields are repeated or have repeated subfields  
  - [CLOSED]

- **MODSOURMAN-1052** - Create script to update mapping rules for the classification field  
  - [CLOSED]

  - Classification and Call number handling in Data Import
  - Update of mapping rules for the 050, 060, 082, 090 fields to adjust mapping for the classification field
  - Update of mapping to correct handling of repeated classification fields and subfields

- **MODDICORE-347** - MARC bib - FOLIO instance mapping | Adjust contributor and relator term mapping WRT punctuation  
  - [CLOSED]

- **MODDICORE-355** - Create migration script for updating customized rules for Poppy relator terms and punctuation  
  - [CLOSED]

- **MODSOURMAN-1080** - Update Poppy CLI tool to run the check for customization before overwriting the mapping rules  
  - [IN REVIEW]

  - Update of mapping to adjust punctuation handling for 1xx/7xx contributors and $e/$j relator terms
  - Update of mapping to adjust punctuation handling for 1xx/7xx contributors R2 2023 Poppy release

- **MODSOURMAN-1081** - Create script to detect customization mapping rules for Poppy mapping changes  
  - [CLOSED]

  - Script to detect customizations in the marc-to-instance mapping rules for the "classifications" and "contributors" fields